Universal Classics Pinball™ Coming to Zen Studios Pinball Platforms
Extraordinary pinball adventures based on films E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial™, Jaws™, and Back to
the Future™!
San Francisco, CA – August 8, 2017 - Zen Studios has announced Universal Classics Pinball™, a
new pinball collection inspired by three award-winning Amblin Entertainment motion pictures
including E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial, Jaws, and the Back to the Future trilogy.
The Universal Classics Pinball pack will release as a part of the launch of the highly anticipated
Pinball FX3 platform on PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Steam and Windows 10. The themed tables
will also release as individual in-app purchases for Zen Pinball on the App Store, Google Play
and Amazon.
Zen Studios has released an E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial pinball gameplay trailer, which can be
linked from the Zen Studios YouTube channel: https://goo.gl/vSXB2w
Assets, are available to download from the Zen Studios Press Center: https://goo.gl/AkcEkD
Players can get behind the wheel of the DeLorean time machine and travel through different
eras of Hill Valley to fix the space-time continuum on the Back to the Future table, take on the
terrifying great white shark on the Jaws table, and go on an adventure with Elliot as he helps
E.T. contact his spaceship and return to the stars on the E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial table!
“Universal Classics Pinball captures the most memorable moments from three films that
defined my generation’s childhood, and are undoubtedly among the favorite films of Zen’s
pinball design team,” said Mel Kirk, Zen’s Vice President of Publishing. “We could not have
planned a better set of launch tables for the new Pinball FX3 platform, and we know pinball
fans will agree!”
For more information about Universal Classic Pinball visit www.pinballfx.com /
http://blog.zenstudios.com/.
***Pinball FX3 & Universal Classics Pinball is available for hands on preview. Please contact us if
you would like to receive preview code.***
About Zen Studios
Zen Studios is a world-renowned producer and publisher of interactive entertainment software
for all leading digital game platforms, and is recognized as one of the top independent studios
in the industry. The company is headquartered in Budapest, Hungary with offices in North
America. Zen Studios has worked with some of the biggest brands in entertainment, including
Telltale Games’ The Walking Dead, Capcom’s Street Fighter, PopCap Games’ Plants vs. Zombies,
South Park, Marvel entertainment, and Lucas Arts. Zen’s Pinball FX franchise on Xbox LIVE is
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one of the most popular titles on the platform, garnering numerous awards, and was named
the bestselling game of 2011, while its tower defense title, Castlestorm, has released on a
variety of platforms, including Xbox 360, PS3, Wii U, iOS, and Android to widespread
commercial success and critical acclaim, including the Editor’s Choice distinction from Apple.
Please visit blog.zenstudios.com for more information on Zen Studio’s robust library of titles.
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